RIDE THE WAVE

HOW TO EMBRACE CHANGE AND CREATE A POWERFUL NEW RELATIONSHIP WITH RISK

ABOUT THE BOOK

We are in an era in which technology and informationsharing platforms have given buyers and consumers more
information about products and services than ever before.
There is a new power dynamic between companies and
customers in which buyers no longer need organizations to
help them make a purchase decision. As the competitive
landscape continues to change, business leaders will need a
new process for overcoming challenges and a new mindset
to ﬁnd success.
Author John Wessinger believes that organizations must
learn to embrace these new conditions and approach
marketing and sales the way surfers approach riding waves:
by using a set of principles to overcome new challenges and
leverage the natural momentum within changing business
markets to break through the status quo.
Ride the Wave is a book for business leaders, organizational
teams, and anyone looking for a new process to overcome
any personal or professional challenge. This book provides
the reader with a tactical roadmap of how successful
organizations have overcome disruptive market challenges,
built new skills and found success in the face of of extreme
professional risk.
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"The inspiration here is to marry the two worlds - to
import into the realm of sales and marketing some of the
basic tenets of surfing. Companies that rely blindly on old
patterns rather than continuously shifting their
approaches to fit new situations are just asking to be
swamped by the next big wave. Companies should use
risk, harnessing it to prod their thinking in new and
necessary directions." - Kirkus Reviews
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